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Address Colourtech Coating India Pvt Ltd 
W-56 Midc Phase 2 
421204 Dombivli

Country India

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
ISOTRAP
AQUATRAP
MARCONIL
SILKAN
UVPRO
LICOCOAT

ISOTRAP is made exclusively for perfume bottles. It is a single component solvent based thermoset lacquer designed to give a tough chemical
resistant finish to glass bottles. ISOTRAP distinguishes itself by its short cure cycle and high film integrity. The highly modified lacquer system
produces a coating film of unrivalled chemical resistance. Enhanced adhesion to the substrate provides ISOTRAP with its unique properties, water
soak, perfume immersion resistance and solvent resistance makes it the best in class and at par with its competitors. CCIPL has been the market
leader in India and middle-east in 1К stoving paints for the past 15 years.

REACH test passed and certified by renowned international agencies as per EU NORMS proves it’s safe. Designed Internationally. Certified Globally.
Passed G1 test as per European test standards. Available finishes – Gloss, matt, opaque, metallic, pearl.
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